Experience The Difference.

Partnership.
Welcome to the partnership between two renowned AV industry leaders. Da-Lite Screen Company and
Joe Kane Productions. For a century, the world has looked to Da-Lite to research, develop and design the
projection screen fabrics and materials that bring images and movies to life.
In this spirit of collaboration, Da-Lite has entered into a strategic partnership with Joe Kane Productions.
Founded and guided by Joe Kane, a leading High Definition (HD) expert and consultant, Joe Kane Productions
is working with the chemists and engineers at Da-Lite to develop new projection screen solutions that meet
the demanding performance requirements of the next generation digital HD 1080p projectors.
The result is the announcement of the new Da-Lite JKP endorsed series of projection screen materials.
The market challenged and this new partnership responded. Together you can count on Da-Lite and the
new JKP Affinity Screens to deliver unprecedented performance.
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Collaboration

Products.
The advent of newer and more technology driven HD digital projectors feature a new generation of optics that
make most traditional projection screens obsolete. The new 1080p projectors from the major manufacturers
have set a new reference standard in the broadcast community and in projector excellence.
Traditional projection screens are not able to display the incredible detail or uniformity of the image being
produced by the new generation of digital projectors. The solution is the result of the Da-Lite and Joe Kane
Productions strategic partnership. The Da-Lite JKP Affinity Series includes new innovative fabrics designed to
deliver the very best HD digital image in our history.
All JKP Affinity Screens feature low gain and an image uniformity never before seen in projection screen surfaces.
This makes the JKP Affinity Series the only projection screen materials designed to not only be compatible
with 1080p High Definition, but for even higher resolution digital projectors. From home theater applications
to the largest commercial installations, specify JKP Affinity Screens. You’ll be blown away.
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Innovation

Performance.
Whether it’s the professional broadcast community or the most demanding home theater installation, the
next generation of HD digital projectors will require new high-performance projection screen solutions.
That’s why there are Da-Lite JKP Affinity Screens.
When a new film is in post-production, film editors demand the most from today’s HD digital projection
equipment. No other market relies on the intricacy of color reproduction or the uniformity of an image more
than the professional broadcast community. With Joe Kane’s decades of professional projection experience,
and Da-Lite’s century of innovation, the JKP Affinity Screens provides outstanding performance and an
exceptional viewing experience.
Da-Lite’s JKP Affinity Screens. Experience the Difference.

Application
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For a free catalog and screen
recommendations, call toll free or
visit us online.

1-800-622-3737
1-574-267-8101
www.da-lite.com

